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What is PlayLOGO 3D 
 

This is a new learning philosophy in LOGO programming education. It is more like a 

pre-programming education tool suitable for practice in simple moving commands of 

LOGO language. The educational aim of such an environment is to prepare students 

of Elementary and/or Middle School for the actual use of LOGO language in formal 

LOGO environments for school projects. The working environment has all the 

characteristics of a typical videogame interface. 

 

 

Installation 
 

1. Download the latest version of ‘PlayLOGO3D’ from: 

http://www.videotutorials.gr/playlogo3d.html. 

2. Save the installation package into a temporary folder and unzip. 

3. Run the ‘playlogo_install.exe’ and select a target folder (eg. C:\PlayLOGO). 

4. After installation a shortcut will be available on you desktop. 

 

 

Main Menu 

 
 

Main Menu options are: 

• New Game: Press this button to start a new game. Leads to the ‘Level Select 

Menu’. 

• Options: Press this button to change the game settings. Leads to the ‘Options 

Menu’. 

• Help: Press this button to view the help file. Leads to a list of the available 

commands and syntax. 
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• About: Press this button to view information about the game. Leads to the 

Game Information Panel. 

• Quit: Press this button to terminate the game and return to Windows. 

 

 

Level Select Menu 
 

 
 

Here you can select a level (room) to play or practice. Available options are: 

 

1. Raw Draw [Practice]: This is the introductory/drawing level. There is no opponent 

in this room. Here, you can practice with all the available ‘PlayLOGO 3D’ 

commands. The special feature of this room is the drawing capabilities. Navigate 

your robot in 3D space and draw colored lines for known geometrical shapes. 

2. Floating Chessboard [Easy]: This is the first gaming level of the application. 

There are no obstacles, so the ‘Rise’ and the ‘Lower’ commands can be used only 

to escape your opponent. This room may be treated as a two-dimensional. The 

special feature of this level is that both players begin from random starting 

positions. 

3. House In The Dark [Intermediate]: This is the second gaming level. There are few 

obstacles, and the players need to avoid them in order to locate each other. The 

special feature of this level is the house in the middle. If players are not careful, 

this house can become a trap. 

4. Bridge Madness [Advanced]: This is the more ‘advanced’ level of the game. 

There are obstacles in an abstract cubic room. Navigation and orientation is more 

demanding in comparison to other rooms. 

5. Back : This leads back to the "Main Menu". 
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Options 
 

 
 

You can set the resolution and the sound level of the game. 

1. Resolution: There are three available resolutions. The purple button indicates the 

active resolution. The default resolution is ‘1024x768’. You may change the 

resolution by pressing any of the three buttons. Other available resolutions are 

‘1280x1024’ and ‘1440x1050’. The resolution won't change unless you press the 

‘Accept’ button. If the resolution you chose is not supported by your system, an 

error message will appear. If you press the ‘Discard’ button, you will return to the 

‘Main Menu’ and no changes will be applied. 

2. Volume: Slide the little green box along the horizontal path (slide bar) to set the 

sound level. Moving right increases sound volume and moving left decreases it. 

Moving far left turns off the game sound. The volume settings won't valid unless 

you press the ‘Accept’ button. By pressing the ‘Discard’ button, you will return to 

the ‘Main Menu’ and no changes will be applied. 

 

 

Help 
 

 
 

The game help is a short list of the available commands and syntax. Note that not all 

commands are available on all levels of the game. In the introductory/drawing level 

‘Raw Draw’ there are four more commands available. You can check the commands 

list at any time during game play by pressing the ‘Help’ button in command bar 

located at the bottom of the screen. 
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Commands (programming set) 
 

The programming set of this limited LOGO implementation include moving and 

orientation/turning commands, drawing commands and some others used to set 

system variables. The following section presents a more detailed description of each 

command. 

 

 

Moving Commands 
 

Forward x: Moves the player x length units forward. For example, "Forward 50" 

moves the player 50 length units forward. Alternatively, you can use the 

abbreviation "FD", for example "FD 50". The x may be an integer between 1 

and 100. "Forward" is the negative of "Back". 

Back x: Moves the player x length units backwars. For example, "Backward 50" 

moves the player 50 length units backwards. Alternatively, you can use the 

abbreviation "BK", for example "BK 50". The x may be an integer between 1 

and 100. "Back" is the negative of "Forward". 

Rise x: Moves the player x length units upwards. For example, "Rise 50" moves the 

player 50 length units upwards. Alternatively, you can use the abbreviation 

"RS", for example "RS 50". The x may be an integer between 1 and 100. "Rise" 

is the negative of "Lower". 

Lower x: Moves the player x length units downwards. For example, "Lower 50" 

moves the player 50 length units downwards. Alternatively, you can use the 

abbreviation "LR", for example "LR 50". The x may be an integer between 1 

and 100. "Lower" is the negative of "Rise". 

 

 

Turn/Orientation Commands 
 

Left x: Turns the player x degrees left, on the vertical axis. For example, "Left 45" 

turns the player 45 degrees left. Alternatively, you can use the abbreviation 

"LT", for example "LT 45". The x may be an integer between 1 and 359. "Left" 

is the negative of "Right". 

Right x: Turns the player x degrees right, on the vertical axis. For example, "Right 

45" turns the player 45 degrees Right. Alternatively, you can use the 

abbreviation "RT", for example "RT 45". The x may be an integer between 1 

and 359. "Right" is the negative of "Left". 

 

 

Drawing Commands (Available only in "Raw Draw" level.) 
 

Pendown: Activates the trail marking. Once that is activated, every time you give a 

moving command, your trails will be marked with a straight line. This is the 

default option for the "Raw Draw" level. Alternatively, you can use the 

abbreviation "PD". Pendown takes no arguments. "Pendown" is the negative of 

"Penup". 
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Penup: Deactivates the trail marking. Once that is deactivated, every time you give a 

moving command, your trails will not be marked with a straight line. 

Alternatively, you can use the abbreviation "PU". Penup takes no arguments. 

"Penup" is the negative of "Pendown". 

 

Pencolor x: Changes the current color of the straight line that marks your trails to the 

x color. The new color will be applied from your next moving command. For 

example, "Pencolor black" sets the color to "black". Black is the default option 

for the "Raw Draw" level. Alternatively, you can use the abbreviation "PC", for 

example "PC black". The x may be black, red, yellow, green, cyan, blue or 

magenta. 

 

 

Other Commands 
 

Clearscreen: Returns the player to the original position. Alternatively, you can use 

the abbreviation "CS" or otherwise "HOME". Clearscreen takes no arguments 

and has no negative command. 

Previous: Returns the player to previous position. Has no affect on LEFT, RIGHT 

and other commands. No parameters. 

 

 

The complete set 
 

Table 1. The complete list of ‘PlayLOGO 3d’ commands 

Commands Table 

Head Command Name Shortcut Parameters
*
 

C1 FORWARD FD X: distance 

C2 BACK BK X: distance 

C3 LEFT LT F: angle 

C4 RIGHT RT F: angle 

C5 RISE RS X: distance 

C6 LOWER LO X: distance 

C7 PREVIOUS PR {None} 

C8 CLEARSCREEN CS {None} 

C9 PENUP PU {None} 

C10 PENDOWN PD {None} 

C11 PENCOLOR PC Color name 
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The Game 
 

 
 

 

Scenario 
 

This game is about an imaginary robot pilot contest which takes place every year in 

X-15 spaceship located somewhere in a constellation of Andromeda galaxy. The 

pilots use onboard emulators to safely drive their robot models. Each pilot use LOGO 

like commands to drive his/her robot in 3D space. Each player tries to generate a 

collision event on the opponent. The player who makes a collision first is the winner. 

 

Gameplay 
 

Each player creates hiw/her own strategy to reach the goal. This strategy is going 

through orientation in 3D space, identify the current position of the opponent and 

finally try to eliminate the distance to the opponent avoiding possible obstacles. 

Navigation is possible only by typing LOGO locomotion commands with the right 

syntax. During gameplay, there is no in-game vocal or textual communication 

between players.  

There are two game levels which share the similar game rules. The game is going 

through rounds of typing LOGO commands alternately for the two players (play in 

turns). After each block of commands has been typed and Enter button has been 

pressed, an interpretation error checking function is called.  This pseudo-Interpreter is 

also checking for data validation because some levels apply restrictions in distances 

and negative angles. If there are no interpretation errors, then the virtual robot’s 

computer execute the commands and move the robot to a new position in R3 space. 

The first player who confirms a positive collision checking message from his/her 

robot is the winner. In this case, the other robot is destroyed and players can move to 
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the next level. So, the collision checking procedure of the game shows the winner 

depending on who sends the collision message first.  

Normally, players see rooms with a camera located at the back of each robot.  By 

pressing the right mouse key a target-free camera is released to rotate user’s point of 

view in all directions. This tool is used to scan the arena for the opponent’s position 

and to orientate oneself in 3D space. 

 

 

The Drawing Tool 
 

 
 

Apart from the game levels, there is one more level in the game suitable for practice 

in LOGO like commands (see table 1 for a complete list of supported commands). 

The ‘RawDraw’ level, accessed from the ‘Main Menu’, can be used as a drawing tool. 

Players use all the available by this LOGO implementation commands to draw shapes 

in 3D. Educational activities based on ‘RawDraw’ level can be found at: 

http://www.videotutorials.gr/activities.html. 

 

 


